Pentagon Penetrations

• **Military reviewing training material to remove anti-Islamic content** - (4/2012)

• Stephen Collins Coughlin, Major, Military Intelligence, lawyer by training, who was an Islamic expert for the Joint Chiefs of Staff, wrote a 300 page paper called “To Our Great Detriment”: Ignoring What Extremists Say About Jihad. Read the table of contents to see how informed he is. But he was terminated after complaints were made by another Pentagon employee, Hisham Islam, who accuses him of being a Christian zealot with a pen. Steve Emerson says Islam is “an Islamist with a pro-Muslim Brotherhood bent who has brought in groups to the Pentagon who have been un-indicted co-conspirators.” Here is what LTC Myers says about his termination. Former FBI agent John Guandolo says Islamic subversion is at work here. Here is more on Hisham.

• In 2007 Col. Joseph Myers said about a Pentagon analysis, “Exceptionally important in the analysis is the role of the “Truespeak” organization and Jim Guirard who has been arguing in DoD circles and academic institutions that the term jihad should be suspended from the GWOT lexicon to be replaced by hiraba. This analysis demonstrates that “Truespeak” contributors are part of the Muslim Brotherhood threat network, with the implication that this entire communication and lexicon effort is part of a strategic disinformation and denial and deception campaign.” The analysis names the contributors, AMSS, IIIT, and UASR, all claimed in 1987 by the MB as theirs. 4 of the TrueSpeak list of “Moderate” contributors are in the U.S. MB Members Chart, 3 are pictured in the Key Faces page, both linked to on the Muslim Brotherhood page of this site: Shaykh Taha Jabir al-Awani (un-indicted co-conspirator #5 in the al-Arian trial), Shaykh Yusuf al-Qaradawi (US designated supporter of terrorism), Sayed Syeed, Dr. Aboul-Hakin (Sherman Jackson), and Professor John Esposito, who once wrote that Qaradawi had a “mainstream... kind of reformist interpretation of Islam and its relationship to democracy, pluralism and human rights.”
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• Pentagon bows to Hamas-linked CAIR, removes image of female Muslim jihadist from target range 2012